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Fabulae Romanae is a body of work by the artist duo Lucy + Jorge Orta that takes the viewer on a symbolic excursus across the city of 

Rome, drawn from archaeological and historical research conducted by the artists and their observations on the cultural and social map of 

the city and its seven hills. Starting from the most cherished form of the artists duo’s language: the tent, Dome Dwelling and accompanied 

by the protagonists of their research the Spirits, who take on the form of ethereal and mysterious figures that inhabit the city. 

This publication brings together the installation of Lucy + Jorge Orta’s work in MAXXI, the National Museum of XXI Century Arts in 

Rome and the video performance in which the contemporary sentinel Spirits silently explore the Roman city accompanied by the poetic 

verses of Mario Petrucci: we encounter the Traveler under the Castel Sant’Angelo bridge and in the Trastevere back streets; the Observer 

overlooking the Sacro Cuore dei Monti and the Isola Tiberina; the Tunneler and the Myth Maker in the Villa Gregoriana Park; the Flying 

Man, Chariot Rider, Memory Man, Bale Maker… Fabulae Romanae assumes the meaning of “homage” to Rome and was commissioned by 

ZegnArt with the curatoral advisor by Maria-Luisia Frisa.
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Uprights    Crossbeams    Corridors    Halls…

———————
Watch  
how I watch –
before me and behind

each Roman
flutter memories: white
memory risen suddenly on wings

at my thunderclap
observation.  Such spires:
high places from which to peer or

speak – steer
each workbound mind,
to hear in the stillest hour how

the city awakes…

… a soon-to-be mother
stirred by the kick
within: those

flickerings in her
concrete face on Italy’s
long pillow inclined

with sleep
elegantly stoned
her shaped cheekbones.

Bitter orange
streaks sunrise: each
sloped roof.  I count these

days through her
mouthlight – and into her
lips parted in truth or half-truth

I gaze.

Male voice
Female voice

———————
Each skull
is a cave where
stories vie as wolves

or murderous twins.  Such
dominant plots up
here –

the woman
within this lesser fiction
I am…

… bones –
their clothes a tale
as my stones climb hand

by hand to brand their fable
on global horizons
whose light

cloud-lined
never fails but roosts
static in flight…

… so
who can be
noble with delusion?

This loose garden in which
she walks as though
to move

were invention or what
one wears snugly
protagonist…

… who talks
of home remembering
not all Romans are poets and

not all of Rome – nor most
of me – will fit this
story.

———————
Roman Spirit
is not vapour
Roman Spirit

does not flutter
as a sheet flung 
by the moon –

These Spirits
are satchels
hard-sewn a-

spiring to
contain only air  
a ziggurat s-

tacked at
wishful angles
unfinished

to the sun
seen as if
in dream

as the mountain
village clung
to its human

pinnacle

Fabulae
Romanae

poetry by mario PEtruCCi ———————
See his finger
pointing along the centre
unmet by any Maker –

as though all Rome
were a Sistine dome whose
trains of light (so slim)

drift in…

… or recline
among my laurels
soundlessly dressed

so I may bless then
redefine your
boundaries…

He is gemstone
reflecting humanity
differently for each
and each alone…

Every fashion
that swept you through…

… every thought
each passion or
true doubt

you ever wore…

… trails behind you
welded
heavily into a wake

and unlike water
none of it
fits –

… yet every moment
as if
into clear lakewater

a fresh self

steps out
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———————
Horse? Man? 
Some deep-grained
Sagittarian?

Half Troy. 
Half Rome –
half-brained

wood marching
home. O his
puppet-toy

made good.
An egg
in his square

an egg
in his mouth
he out-stares

out-knows both
South and North. 
If he could he’d

rock himself
as groom and bride, 
bestride the very

Campidoglio. 

———————
Highest, widest –
my hill many-tongued.
Complex breast

you button up
one word at a time.
Gather me in

with your maps –
still my aromas
sail through

from China,
each narrowed street
a handle laid flat

idling lovers grasp
till I wander
no longer

in the mind –
each squared tuff
a suitcase packed

upwards into walls,
every arch a farewell
embrace.

You come to me
but walls cannot
walk – talk

to me of stone
where no stone
mid-fall

takes flight.
Put one cobble
in your pocket

as you go
so I too may
travel.

———————
My circle is
that circled horizon:
my abstract clutch of almonds

colourless against
hue – a circular sound
uttered by blue become silence

as it rises. I may
pose in an instant as moon or
sun for these break or

set in my contemplation…

… but I stress
everything upwards
strained and tested

between – between
man and woman or
earth and sky

as the Roman
awaiting that
Imperial thumb

in its Coliseum
suspended I
live or die.

———————
Through fields of summered fabric
I harvest softness – bale it

Rustic sunlight asleep in fibres –
Roughness tight with yellow hues

Bundled up –
An Icarus

Without wings: my face builds
Its frown muscle by muscle or

Nonchalantly awake allows my climb
To sling this old and humbled world

All brown or
Gold behind me.

———————
My birds do not soar.

They take to fire, water, earth.
These are my thoughts – weightless
with brain, spun elegant across piazzas,
winding my DNA through stairwells:
a red planet thinned to warlessness,
each stone horse reared and tamed.
A head of State cast in glass.

I span
that spirit in
abandoned bridges:

each to each
cloud to cloud
late light to light –

the all but massless
balanced on scales,
my sky a tigress

striped whitely 
with contrails,
bluely supple

and tight in her
clothes.  So I drink
but of myself –

you cannot
penetrate me
with those

mighty looks.
Let your eyes be
slightest brush –

our meeting
a manner of dance
matter to matter:

whether I be gilt
or brinkwater this
soul shall rush

to that glance. 

———————
Space here has an innard geometry –
passages down which the mind will

see an eye that walks hard with light
yet illumined from within the walker

not knowing who might be
met at each bend mends

herself as one door
opens another

opens.

———————
Uprights   Crossbeams   Corridors   Halls…
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each Roman
FlutteR memoRIes: WhIte
memoRy RIsen suddenly on WIngs
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  Watch
  hoW I Watch –
beFoRe me and behInd
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  each skull
Is a caVe WheRe
 stoRIes VIe as WolVes
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  ... bones –
  theIR clothes a tale
as my stones clImb hand
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            he Is gemstone
ReFlectIng humanIty
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  hoRse? man?
some deeP-gRaIned
  sagIttaRIan?
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Wood maRchIng
   home. o hIs
  PuPPet-toy
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not
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 as the Roman
aWaItIng that
  ImPeRIal thumb

In Its colIseum
   susPended I
     lIVe oR dIe.
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     Through fields 
    of summered fabric
i harvesT sofTness – bale iT
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my bIRds do not soaR
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  I sPan
  that sPIRIt In
abandoned bRIdges
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WhetheR I be gIlt
  oR bRInkWateR thIs
  soul shall Rush
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not 
knoWIng 
Who 
mIght 
be
met at 
each 
bend 
mends
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heRselF as one dooR
oPens anotheR
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The video performance was created 

for the purpose of a high definition video 

projection artwork.

Duration: 29’.  

HD projection format: 4266 x 3200mm.
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